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Synthesis and Properties of Energetics
Metal Borides for Hybrid Solid-Propellant
Rocket Engines

S.S. Bondarchuk, A.E. Matveev, V.V. Promakhov, A.B. Vorozhtsov,
A.S. Zhukov, I.A. Zhukov and M.H. Ziatdinov

Abstract In this paper, the problems of production and characterization of
microsized metal borides (including aluminum, titanium, magnesium) are
discussed. The preferences of application for high-energy materials are presented.
The problems of chemical stability and chemical compatibility are discussed.
A technique for production of metal borides is also described which is known as
self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) and the subsequent mechanical
treatment. The result is microsized borides which have an average size of around 5
microns with a sharp curve for distribution sizes. The purity is enough for use as
fuel of high-energy materials hybrid solid-propellant rocket engines. The results of
SEM, X-Ray, DSC, and TG analyses are also presented and discussed.
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Safety requirements and the cost of placement into the required orbit determine the
trends of improvement of propulsion systems of boosters. A possible compromise is
associated with the use of hybrid engines including solid-propellant rocket engines
(HSRE) which can also use liquid and gaseous oxidizers [1, 4]. Borides are advanced
materials for use as fuel additives for energetic systems. The potential of use of metal
powders (Al, Mg and others) is almost exhausted today. New additives with higher
energy characteristics are required. Boron is the best alternative so far. Heat of com-
bustion for boron is almost two times higher than for aluminum. Production tech-
nologies for boron and its compounds are well known and tested. Moreover, boron is
nontoxic, occurs in nature in large quantities, and is produced on an industrial scale.

From the very beginning of the research in the field of combustion synthesis, a
lot of promising systems from the practical point of view were determined, how-
ever, a self-sustaining process was not possible due to their insufficient exother-
micity. The first approach was pumping of additional heat by means of preheating
of initial mix in a resistance furnace. It was the production of intermetallides when
the operation of increasing of initial temperature of reaction mix was used for the
first time for SHS reactions. The increase of initial temperature of the mix up to 50–
500 °C made it possible to synthesize aluminides of Ni, Co, Ti, Cr, Mo, and other
metals in combustion mode. When such furnace SHS technology is used in prac-
tice, its characteristic advantages such as zero energy consumption, simplicity of
equipment and low time consumption are reduced to zero.

The use of potentially high boron exothermicity becomes possible if it is used in
the form of metal borides which also have high values of the heat of combustion. It
was found that borides of Al andMg as well as Ti and Zr are the most promising ones.

This paper describes a laboratory technology of production of borides of Al, Ti,
Mg, etc., including double and mixed compounds. Elemental boron, boron carbide,
and iron boride were used as boron source. The experimental results of XRD analysis,
TGA, and particle size analysis obtained for synthesized powders are given.

Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis is the most suitable method for the
development of new energy materials which makes it possible to produce ultrapure
product with target chemical and phase composition by means of adjustment of
synthesis parameters. Preliminary studies have indicated that it is possible to pro-
duce borides with high content of target phase. According to DTA data, the degree
of oxidation of obtained powders exceeds 95%.

If we compare the heat release of different metals (Table 1), it appears clear that
boron and lithium have the best characteristics for this purpose.

Lithium cannot be used due to its toxicity and low processability (low melting
point and high chemical activity). Moreover, metallic lithium is rare and very
expensive. Therefore, there are no alternatives are to boron regarding exothermicity
and availability. The heat of combustion for boron is almost two times higher than
that for aluminum and boron has a high availability in nature. However, due to
specific properties of its oxide B2O3 (high boiling point and high viscosity of oxide
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melt), the rate of oxidation of elemental boron in fuel composition is unacceptably
low. Also, boron oxide causes an appreciable agglomeration which is an extremely
undesirable phenomenon. Well-known fundamental works by A. Gany and other
scientists demonstrate the possibilities of using boron as fuel, however, there are no
widespread technologies making it possible to use this element as a component of
high-energy materials [3].

Currently, the optimal solution for the task of improving the efficiency of
metallic additives to fuel compositions would be a full or partial transition to the use
of metal borides.

This paper provides an overview of the results following a comprehensive
analysis of the properties of different micro- and nanoparticles which can be used as
additives for HEM.

The use of potentially high boron exothermicity becomes possible if it is used in
the form of metal borides which also have high values of the heat of combustion.
The oxidation of boron particles unfortunately results in the formation of a solid
layer of oxide B2O3 and the diffusion of oxygen through this layer is hindered. The
oxidation of metal borides does not result in the formation of an oxide layer
impenetrable for oxygen. Diffusion of oxygen through the faulted layer of complex
oxides is facilitated and the degree and rate of oxidation is increased.

It was found that borides of aluminum and magnesium as well as titanium and
zirconium are the most promising (Table 2). Values of the heat of combustion for
these borides are given below. Heat of combustion of borides is significantly higher
than the values for corresponding metals.

Vacuum heat technology is used for boride synthesis. At the same time, the
formation of borides is associated with significant heat liberation. This energy is

Table 1 Heat of combustion
of energetic metals [2]

Element Heat of combustion, kJ/g

Li 43.5

B 57.2

Mg 25.1

Al 31.4

Si 32.2

Ti 15.7

Zr 12.0

Table 2 Heat of combustion
of energetic borides

Borides Heat of combustion, cal/g

AlB2 9.430

AlB12 12.160

MgB2 9.050

TiB2 5.700

Mg0.5Al0.5B2 9.240

ZrB2 4.230
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often enough for the process in combustion mode according to self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS). Large-scale furnace equipment is not necessary
in this case, and most importantly, the synthesized materials have better perfor-
mance characteristics.

At the same time, there are a lot of systems including borides which do not have
enough heat release for SHS processes. In such cases, there are two possible
variants of the SHS process: Energy can be pumped in from external sources or
energy can be recovered. External energy can be introduced in the form of physical
or chemical heat. In case of physical heating, the initial SHS mix is placed into an
electric furnace and heated up to the required temperature and then an SHS reaction
is initiated. In this case, both layer-by-layer and overall combustion modes can be
provided. Preheating of exothermic mix or its part is widely used in metallothermic
production of metals and master alloys in particular.

Another possible option of improving the exothermicity of the mix is by
introducing additional chemical heat. This method is widely used in aluminothermy
in the process of production of complex ferroalloys.

A.G. Merzhanov [6] stated the five most typical situations in the process of clas-
sification of chemical routes of SHS reactions. One of these types of routes was called
“chemically independent routes in thermally coupled systems (“chemical furnace”)”.
In these cases, chemical reactions proceed independently, however, the heat from the
more exothermic reaction provides energy for the less exothermic one.

From the very beginning of the research in the field of combustion synthesis, a
lot of promising systems from the practical point of view were determined, how-
ever, a self-sustaining process was not possible due to their insufficient exother-
micity. The first approach was pumping of additional heat by means of preheating
the initial mix in a resistance furnace. It was the production of intermetallides when
the operation of increasing of initial temperature of reaction mix was used for the
first time for SHS reactions. The increase of the initial temperature of the mix up to
50–500 °C made it possible to synthesize aluminides of Ni, Co, Ti, Cr, Mo, and
other metals in combustion mode. When such furnace SHS technology is used in
practice its characteristic advantages such as no energy consumption, simplicity of
equipment, and low time consumption are reduced to zero.

The next step which extended the potential of SH synthesis for
low-exothermicity systems was the invention of a so-called “chemical furnace”.
This term was coined by V.M. Maslov [5] for the process of synthesis of inter-
metallides in Nb–Al and Nb–Ge systems. Equiatomic mixture of Ni and Al pow-
ders with combustion temperature of 1640 °C was used as a material of “chemical
furnace”.

The principle of the “chemical furnace” could also be applied to the synthesis of
compounds such as WC, NbC, SiC, B4C, Al4C3, VC, Mo2C, WB, WB2, and others
which do not have enough heat liberation for a general SHS process [7, 8]. In this case,
mixtures with higher burning temperatures such as Ti or Zr powders with C or B
(Table 3) can be used as materials for a “chemical furnace”.
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In the case of insufficient heat liberation, the combustion synthesis can be
combined with elements of the furnace synthesis. Energy is pre-pumped into the
system providing a further combined SHS process. An initial mix of metal and
boron is used for the implementation of boride combustion synthesis:

Tiþ 2B ! TiB2;

Alþ 2B ! AlB2;

Zrþ 2B ! ZrB2:

A laboratory-scale production technology for borides of Al, Ti, Mg, and other
metals including double and mixed compounds has been tested. This has resulted
the synthesized powders having particle sizes of d50 � 10 lm.

Production of borides using the SHS method involves three stages: preparation
of the exothermic mix, combustion synthesis, and product processing. The first
stage includes the operations of batching and mixing of initial powders in stoi-
chiometric proportions and production of cylindrical samples with different
diameters.

After this, the compressed tablets are placed inside a research SHS reactor with a
sealed working chamber which is vacuumized and filled with an inert gas (Ar, He)
to provide pressure level of 0.2 MPa. Ignition is then initiated by application of
electrical pulse to a tungsten spiral with subsequent formation of a plane com-
bustion front.

At the end of propagation of a synthesis wave and sample cool down, the SHS
reactor is depressurized and the sample is processed and analyzed. Particle size
distribution and phase composition of the powder produced by milling in a ball mill
is determined along with the free boron content. Energy characteristics of the boride
powder are then analyzed using a DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis) method.

The results of X-ray phase analysis of some synthesized borides are shown in
Fig. 1 as an example. Particle size distribution as well as DTA (Fig. 2) data for
AlB2 were obtained.

According to X-ray phase analysis data, the content of the target phases in the
powders studied comprised: 88.04% for Al0.5Mg0.5B2 phase, 93.18% for AlB2 and
98.43% for TiB2. The average size for target phases did not exceed 30–40 nm.

Table 3 Heat of formation of
energetic borides

Borides Heat of formation, cal/g

TiB2 1006.6

ZrB2 778.3

TiB12 –

ZrB12 542.8

AlB2 –

AlB12 –

MgB2 289.4

MgB12 223.1
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The analysis of the particle size distribution in AlB2 powders have indicated that the
average particle size comprises 6.2 lm. The maximum size of the fraction was
d99—24.9 lm. The structure of some powders (AlB2, TiB2, AlB12) is shown in
Fig. 3. According to DTA data, the sample mass increased *2.17 times. The
increase in the mass was thought to be due to the following reaction 2AlB2 +
3O2 = Al2O3 + B2O3. Comprises *2.26 UNCLEAR. It was also demonstrated that
the degree of oxidation was 96%. General information on all received oxidation
borides compared with aluminum and boron are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1 Typical X-ray images of SHS of energetic borides

Fig. 2 Particle size distribution and DTA analysis data for AlB2 powder produced by means of
SH synthesis
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Fig. 3 Typical structure of energetic borides a AlB2, b AlB12, c TiB2

Fig. 4 Data TG analysis of boron, borides and nanoaluminum
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Conclusion

This paper has presented the techniques for the production of borides which can be
used as fuels for high energetic materials hybrid solid-propellant rocket motor. The
main characteristics of nano- and microparticles have been shown and discussed.

Synthesis of aluminum borides is one of the most promising areas in the field of
development of new energy materials. Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis
is the most suitable method for these purposes, which makes it possible to produce
ultrapure products with target chemical and phase composition by adjusting the
synthesis parameters. Previous studies have indicated that it is possible to produce
borides with high content of target phase. According to DTA data, the degree of
oxidation of obtained powders exceeds 95%.
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